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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration

15 Steam Achievements
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Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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An amusing and addictive puzzler.

You play as a small blue robot with an obsession for pulling 'cubes'. Depending on how you pull them, cubes can form various
structures that can help you fight against enemy structures in each level. The levels are sprinkled with amusing dialogue between
the robots.. EDIT: DO NOT PURCHASE THIS! IT ONLY GIVES YOU TO CARIDFF AND NOT SWANSEA. PURCHASE
THE FULL ONE AT \u00a324.99 AND YOU WILL GET MORE FOR ONLY \u00a310 EXTRA.
I close my case. Hypnospace Outlaw is a triumph in game design, a wholly unique experience within the gaming space that may
have kickstarted a new genre on its own. The development team figured out how to gamify the sense of wonder and discovery
on the internet, bringing to life a virtual world that may seem reminiscent of a late 1990's world wide web, but in reality acts as
its own original setting like an alternate history or timeline. Using this framework, they are able to evoke that sense of exploring
a newfangled virtual landscape in an organic way, even for those of us who have been on the internet since the 90's.

You'll encounter cheesy adlib-style music, quirky utilities and programs, webpage designs that will make your eyes bleed, Y2K
references, angsty teen hackers and just about any other stereotypical quality you'd expect from the internet of this era. The
authenticity is certainly a strength of the game's presentation, from the vibrant, life-like virtual characters to the suite of features
available on the HypnOS desktop. The story localizes you to a certain set of virtual zones and contacts, keeping you grounded
enough within your designated role in the virtual ecosystem and helping to prop up the grand illusion even moreso. You as the
player serve as a virtual enforcer, reporting lewd, copyright infringing or otherwise rule breaking material to your superiors as
you are assigned different cases. The earlier tasks aren't much more than small potatoes, but as you dig deeper and uncover
more scandalous material, the intrigue heightens and the narrative kicks things into the next gear.

As such, if you do choose to play Hynospace Outlaw, I highly recommend staying away from online guides, relying on your own
wits and sleuthing abilities as much as possible. You can complete the game in 1-2 hours using a guide, but you'll miss out on
everything the virtual space has to offer, and the feeling of solving a tough case using your own mental acuity is very satisfying.
I admittedly did have to look up a solution or two, but with enough persistence, diligent attention and critical thinking, you
should be able to solve everything this game throws at you.

It's probably best not to dive too much further into the plot or details about the game, if this premise sounds good to you I highly
recommend picking up Hynospace Outlaw at your earliest convenience. I paid the retail price ($20) and got about 10 hours of
gameplay in my first playthrough, so depending on your game purchasing habits, you may want to wait for a sale on this one
(though, I personally found the quality of gameplay and replay value worth the price). Regardless, for anybody who has a
fondness for the internet and a particular nostalgia for the older forms of the world wide web, this game is an easy
recommendation that will massage all the right areas of your entertainment palette.. I am enjoying this Song Pack so far and
can't complain.
The song selection is great and every song is fun to play even for less skilled players like myself.. There's something here for
everyone. The original tracks were (and still are) awesome, but if you're looking for something if little more dubstep(y)
(A_Rival) or something \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing metal (FamilyJules7x), they got you covered. The remixes are nice but...

0\/10
No shopkeeper versions. Worst soundtracks ever.
\/s
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In my opinion, this is the best North American train avalible right now. I've ridden one of these, and the sounds are spot on! so
are the braking physics and the passenger view. The only thing I dislike is that the middle pair of doors open at every stop, even
at low platforms.

So in conclusion,

10\/10
Statement: Just get it, this is actually worth the full price for once. Just spent nearly 3 hours straight and didn't even notice... very
addicting and looking forward to playing with friends. Thanks for making it free to play and i hope more people buy the full
version to support it as it grows.

A couple suggestions, though probably nothing new..

- Ranked (once the community has grown a bit more)
- Team feature with custom jerseys and maybe even stadiums.. its the same but looks worse but has actuall peoplle palying kind
of i actuallllyl wish it didnt work that well it was better whenb matchmaking wasa nightmare also sorry if my reviews seem
really bad spellin g and stuff its because my LLL key is realy broken. Good art style.

Bad combat.

Very little to do.

With more features and chat it could have potential.. Played for >180 minutes.

There are 2 (two) listed 'perspective characters'
And yet about 80% of interactions are with or about this 'Ben' dude.

What the heck? Who is this game about? What is this game about? I don't know, and I don't think devs know.

Not recommended.. it has gary coleman shooting a gun 10\/10. You are a crab and go to anime boys and girls.
They tell you an object they want.
You search around the beach for that object till you find it.
While walking around the beach try not to get stepped on by the people walking around.
You bring that object back to the person asking for it.
Rinse and repeat until you've delivered every object to its owner.
That's it.

Verdict: Don't buy this game. Seriously, what did you expect from a game called Stalker Crab Simulator?

Rating:
Gameplay: 2\/5 - It works, but it's boring.
Level Design: 2\/5 - It's a nice little beach. But nothing more.
Soundtrack: 2\/5 - Some nice beach tunes. But there's just one song.
Story: 2\/5 - The one bit of story thrown in sadly comes too late to have any impact on the player.
Graphics: 2\/5 - It doesn't look good. But I've seen worse.
Length: 1\/5 - 20 minutes long
Replay Value: 0\/5 - None
Enjoyment: 2\/5 - There was some small enjoyment to be had. But nothing to brag about.

Overall rating: 13\/40 => 3\/10. I don't think this one is worth the bother. The game already comes with the Mercedes-Benz SLR
McLaren 722. This is just a slightly faster version. There is also the discount in the online store. I have no interest in playing
games online if you do then maybe this might be of interest.
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